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To whom it may concern

LETTER OF ASSESSMENT

From 6/24/2019 to 7/19/2019, pursuant to our agreement with Atlassian, Inc., the ACROS Security Assessment Team conducted a cloud deployment review, architecture security assessment, external penetration assessment, source code review, and threat modeling of the Jira Align platform.

The assessment objective was to identify as many security defects and security concerns as possible using the agreed-upon effort, prioritizing on the types of issues that are more likely to be found by external attackers and researchers.

Atlassian has been provided the detailed findings and recommendations resulting from the assessment.

In over 19 years of existence, ACROS has established itself as one of the leading global providers of highest-quality security research. Our customers are mostly global industry players who know that information security is one of the critical cornerstones of their business model and cannot afford to be unprepared for inevitable targeted and motivated cyber attacks.

ACROS works for financial institutions, software vendors, online service providers, cloud providers, virtualization solutions providers and others who consider security of their products, information and services critical.

Researchers at ACROS Security are frequent presenters at the largest security conferences, authors of deeply technical whitepapers and articles, and have received numerous public vendor acknowledgments for helping vendors identify and fix vulnerabilities in their products. In addition, they’ve received a number of “security bug bounty” awards.
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